DEVELOPING YOUR SCHOLARSHIP WITH LEGACY FOUNDATION

Questionnaire

The staff of the Legacy Foundation is ready and pleased to discuss the development of your scholarship. Please rest assured that we will work with you to design a scholarship program that best suits your wishes and needs. We hope to cultivate a partnership all the way from creation to the granting of your scholarship.

Please answer the following questions. Some questions may not apply to your specific situation. Your responses will help us to determine the best way to administer the scholarship.

Scholarship name?

Is this scholarship for high school seniors, college students, graduate students, or other specific levels or types of students?

What is the anticipated amount of the award for this scholarship?

How many scholarships do you wish to give annually?

Will the scholarship be renewable?

Is this scholarship limited to a certain geographic area or high school(s)?

Is this scholarship limited to a certain type of higher education or vocational institution?

Does this scholarship have an academic requirement?

- GPA? If so, what is the minimum?
- SAT or ACT? If so, what is the minimum?
- Other academic requirements? (Examples: top ten in graduating class, top third of graduating class, honors diploma, National Merit Scholar, etc.)

Is this scholarship based on financial need? If yes, will you require proof? Ex. FAFSA

Will this scholarship focus on a particular area of interest or involvement?

Will you require other areas of reporting?
How would you like the recipient be selected?

What involvement would you like to have in the selection process?

Please include any other requirements, important information, or considerations that should be factored into the scholarship process.

If you have any questions about this questionnaire, please contact Legacy Foundation. We are honored to help you outline your anticipated scholarship process.